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Bright light. I hear the sound of the wind. My body feels
as if it was floating on air. I am awake, and yet this feels
like I am dreaming. A smell of burnt fills my lungs. I can’t
feel my body, but somehow, I know I am whole. I hear
birds singing. I feel the breeze on my face. I know I am not
dreaming. I open my eyes. All I see are trees with a bright
sun filtering through. It feels like I am waking up. But I
am not fatigued as if I was waking up. Actually, I feel
entirely awake. I sit up and realize I am in some kind of
forest.
‘What the fuck is happ……’
Then, it hits me.

I remember… my wife… my kids…

saying goodbye to them… the airport… the plane…
turbulences… lots of turbulences… the thunderstorm… the
explosion… the panic… passengers screaming… the
mother with her baby crying… the priest beside me
praying….. the crash…. That humongous sound of
destruction and death. Screams. Yes, we crashed. I know
and remember that now.
It feels like a dream, but here I am sitting in the middle of
nowhere, in a forest. How could that be? I realize that I do
smell the fumes of burning fuel and smoke. I turn to my
left, and I see a massive column of black smoke rising into
the sky, slowly turning that bright blue sky into a grim
painting of disaster.

But strangely, I feel fine…. I feel
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perfectly fine. I should not. I was on the plane, the one
now shredded into millions of pieces and sending its
smoke through the sky. I don’t get it. I should be dead or
at the very least somewhat injured. But I’m not. Not a
scratch. I have a weird feeling lingering inside, but under
the circumstances, that would be absolutely normal. Also,
why am I alone? I look around and see nothing but trees,
debris and scraps.
everywhere?

Shouldn’t bodies be scattered

Well, at least body parts…..

I hear no

screams, no people crying, only the sound of the wind and
the crackling of the numerous fires from the crash. I have
probably been ejected at just the right moment of the crash
to end up here, unharmed. Even my clothes are intact. I
have to be one lucky bastard. I get up, shake the dust off
my clothes, and decide to walk toward the column of
smoke. Let’s check around to see if there are any other
survivors. There should be! I can’t be the one and only
lucky bastard here….
After a couple of hundred yards, scattered pieces of the
plane and passenger’s luggage start to appear here and
there. But still no bodies. From where I stand, I can now
see at the base of the mountain, near a lake, the main frame
of the plane… well, what’s left of it….

A massive fire is

burning on most part of the crash site, making so much
smoke that it starts to cover most of the sky, leaving a
sensation of dawn although the sun was still high up in the
sky a few minutes ago. When I look at the sky, it feels like
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one giant dark gray cloud is covering everything. Ashes
from the fires are falling from the sky, turning everything
gray and dusty. It looks like it is snowing, but it does not
resemble anything I am used to in my cold Canadian
hometown of Magog. It does not have that almost magical
feeling to it.

It feels more like ‘man, we’re in hell….’

Anyway, after a plane crash, you feel like you’re in hell!
I hear a sound on my right. Something is shuffling through
the trees. I instantly get nervous. I have to try to be ready
for anything…. A wild animal perhaps…. Hopefully not an
aggressive one… After all, I am in a forest, by a lake,
somewhere near Dallas, well… I think, based on the fact
the pilot told us we were about to start our approach to the
Dallas/Fort Worth airport a few minutes before the crash.
Who knows what kind of beast wanders around here? I
hear more noises. I can barely make out a shape among
the trees. It is more like a shadow than anything else. I am
getting even more nervous. I look around and try to find
something I could defend myself with. Nothing at hand.
Well, nothing really dangerous. About 50 feet away, I see
scraps of metal. I should find something to defend myself
but to get there, I’ll need to turn my back to the menace.
This might not be the brightest idea. I might as well invite
him directly to a feast… a human feast! More sounds and
more movement. It looks quite large. I feel as if my luck is
running out. I miraculously survived a plane crash but
only to be eaten alive but some wild beast. Great!
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Then I hear, ‘sir…? Are you okay?’
A man appears between two trees. He looks as unharmed
as I do, and equally as lost and frightened too.
‘Yes, I’m okay. And you?’
‘I’m good. Actually, I feel great!’
‘I feel that way too… maybe it’s the adrenaline rush that
makes us feel like that.’
‘Could be…. But anyway that feels great! Are you alone?’
‘Yeah, you’re the first encounter I made since the crash.’
A loud sound, similar to an explosion resonates all around
us.
‘Wait…. Did you hear that?’
‘Yeah… it came from over there. I think I see someone
else. He is running all over the place….. HEY!!! HEY!!!
WE’RE HERE! HERE!!! LOOK HERE! HEY! Wait… it’s a
woman… MA’AM!!!! OVER HERE!’
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We see this blonde lady, bursting towards us, crying. The
look on her face is one of terror. Not pain.

Deep and

complete terror!
‘Calm down ma’am…. Calm down…. You’re okay now….
Easy ….easy….. You’re okay….well… are you okay?’
‘Yes, I think I am! You were on the plane too? How come
aren’t we dead…? We should be dead…..All dead… I….’
She falls on her knees and starts to cry.
‘Easy… calm down! Yes, we were on the plane too. Have
you seen other survivors?’
‘I think I saw another man walking down there….’ she
says while pointing about a hundred yard down in the
direction of the crash site.
‘We’ll go check that, but first, you need to calm down.’
We wait a few minutes until she is somewhat calm and
stops crying.
I ask again, ‘Are you injured?’
‘No, I think I’m okay.’
I help her up. She looks physically fine but emotionally
wrecked.
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‘We’ll be ok. What’s your name?’
‘Savannah….. and you?’
‘Jimmy. And this gentleman here is….’
‘Harry’ replies my other new friend.
‘Good, now what would you say if we go look for that
man you saw down there?’
‘Ok…’
We walk towards the place she pointed. All around, all we
see are scattered parts of the plane, fires ranging from
small to humongous and torn down trees. It is getting
darker and darker every minute as the smoke now covers
almost the entire sky.
‘We have to hurry! Soon, this will feel like it is almost
midnight!’
Suddenly, we see a man, looking confused, coming our
way. His skin is so pale you could think he died several
days ago. The way he walks is erratic, looking like he has
no idea where to go.
‘Sir, come over here!’
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He almost passes me by and would have, if I had not
grabbed his arm to stop him. The man seems to be in the
mid-fifties with gray hair and a gray goatee, wearing
Bermuda shorts and a blue t-shirt. He looks everywhere.
He is apparently looking for something or someone.
‘Sir, are you alright?’
He doesn’t even consider answering my question. He just
keeps looking around.
‘Sir, are you okay? Can we help you? Can you….’
‘Have you seen my wife and my daughter? They were
with me a few minutes ago. I don’t know where they
went… I just looked away, and they disappeared…. They
were with me… just there and then… they were gone!
They wouldn’t have left like that… they never leave me…
this is fucked up… they never act like that…. They never
did... or will… I must find them! They’ll be lost without
me. Who’s gonna protect them, take care of them? I must
find them!

And where the fuck is that guy?

He

disappeared too…’
‘Wait…. What guy? You were with your family and you
met another survivor?’
‘Yeah, we met another man…’
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‘Another survivor? What did he tell you?’
‘I don’t know…. He didn’t seem worried like us. He said
he was gonna take care of us, help us… that he was here
for us.’
‘You mean, rescue teams are already here? Was he alone?
What else did he tell you? Did he tell you what to do?’
‘I don’t know …. I didn’t really listen. I was focused on my
family… you need to help me find them! I lost them…’
‘Stay calm sir, we will find them! Did the man tell you
anything about rescue or what should you do?’
‘I don’t know…. Nor do I care…. I want to find my family.’
‘Sir, stay focused! Your daughter and your wife probably
went with this guy, so, if we find him, we will find your
family with him. Now, calm down and try to remember
everything this guy said.’
I turn to Savannah and Harry.
‘Meanwhile, Savannah, Harry, have a look around to see if
you can see his family or any other people. But stay within
eyesight, we don’t want to lose anyone. So, about this
guy?’
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‘Well, he was very well-dressed. He was wearing a suit...’
Savannah reacts immediately.
‘A black suit? All black, no color, no white except his shirt,
only black?’
‘Yeah…. That’s it…. A black suit.’
Savannah gets anxious again, turns to me and say.
‘The man I told you I saw was wearing a black suit. All
black. And he was walking among the crash. He looked
so calm. That scared the hell out of me!’
‘Yeah, me too and you know what, I remember he wasn’t
wearing any shoes!’
‘Well, he must have lost them in the crash… That doesn’t
mean anything.’
‘Anyway, he told us he was here for us! He was here to
help us! All we had to do was to follow him!’
‘This is probably what your family did!

You got

distracted, and meanwhile, they went without noticing
you were not following them!’
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‘My daughter would never leave without me…unless
forced to!’
We suddenly hear a loud boom, and for a split second, we
see a ball of light crashing through the smoke cloud that
covers the sky.

Then we hear a scream… a scream of

terror. The kind of scream you hear in horror movies. But
this one is real…. so real… This is no movie.’
‘JENNY!!!!’ the man screams, ‘That’s my daughter!

I

recognize her voice…. I know it’s her… JENNY!!!!!
JENNY!!! WHERE ARE YOU?’
The man starts running towards the scream, which seems
to be coming from where we saw the flash of light. I begin
to run behind him, Savannah and Harry are following us.
Another scream, even scarier this time. The scream seems
to boost the man. He is running so fast that I can hardly
follow him. A third scream but this one is cut short, and
another boom is heard. Another flash of light, so brief and
so fast that if you blinked at the right time, you would have
missed it entirely. Finally, the man starts to slow down
and after another hundred feet stops completely. He looks
lost. He scans the scenery nervously, looking for a clue to
the whereabouts of his daughter.
‘JENNY….

WHERE ARE YOU?

Jenny….’
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He falls to his knees and starts to cry loudly. I reach him
and stand by him, looking everywhere to see if I could see
something. Nothing. Except that the second flash came
from the same area where we saw the first. We wait until
the man calms down and regain some sort of composure.
He gets up.
‘Let’s continue walking towards where we saw the flashes,
shall we? The screams seemed to be coming from there too.
Is everybody OK?’
Everybody nods and we walk towards the flashes. After a
few hundred feet, we see a figure emerging from behind a
gigantic piece of metal from the plane. It is a man, dressed
in a black suit. White shirt, black coat, black pants, black
tie, but no shoes. He looks Hispanic with lightly tanned
skin. Maybe 30 years old…. Not much more. The man
immediately jumps on him, grabs him by his coat, and start
to shake him while shouting,
‘What did you do with my daughter and my wife? Where
are they? Bring them back to me! NOW! Or else….’
The man in black suit raises his hands and speaks to him.
‘Easy Tom! All is good. All is ok.’
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Tom looks startled.

His expression then transforms to

frustration, almost fury. He keeps his grasp on the man’s
black coat and yells,
‘How come you know my name? You didn’t ask my name!
I’ve never told you! How do you know my name?’
‘Your daughter told me your name. Jenny told me that her
father’s name is Tom and that I had to help him too. So
here I am. I am here to help you.’
‘Then, bring back my daughter and my wife immediately!’
‘That, I can’t. They are safe now. But I can bring you to
them. Just…’
‘Sir, wait a minute! Who are you? Are you from a rescue
team? What is going on? Ok, first things first, who are
you?’
‘I am sorry. How rude of me. I didn't introduce myself.
Please accept my sincere apologies. My name is Felipe. I
am here to help you. I am not alone. There are a few of us
here, searching for people like you. We are here to extract
you from here. You have to trust us, we are here to help. I
helped Tom’s wife and his daughter. Now I’ll bring him to
them. All you have to do is to wait for me right here. I’ll
take care of Tom, and after that, I’ll be more than happy to
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help you as well! Now, Tom, come with me, I’ll bring you
to your family. The rest of you, wait for me here, you are
safe here, just wait for me.’
Felipe starts to walk towards a small path going between
the trees. Tom anxiously follows him. They walk past a big
piece of the plane that is still on fire. As they reach the
entrance of the path in the forest, Felipe turns to us.
‘Just wait here, please.’
As they disappear among the trees, I look at Harry and
Savannah, only to see a look of disbelief on their faces.
‘Who the fuck is this guy?’ Harry asks.
Savannah appears to be frozen in time. Her eyes are blank.
She seems completely lost.

Her hands are clenched

together in a tight hold. She does not move or blink, as if
she was dead but still standing up. I don’t think she even
heard Harry’s comment.
‘This is creepy. That guy, Felipe, didn’t really answer any
of my questions. ‘
Harry looks at me. His face is full of questions. So many
questions, so little answers. He starts to think aloud.
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‘Did you notice he was barefoot? What kind of rescue man
walks around barefoot? With all the scraps all over the
place, he’s gonna injure himself. And why is he dressed
like that? I don’t get it! Should we trust him? I mean,
something weird is going on….’
‘Well, first we survived a plane crash; that alone is already
weird enough to me! Look at the plane! It is shredded to
pieces. They are scattered all over the place. Everything is
torn, shredded and smashed. But have you seen bodies
lying around? I sure didn’t! Only plane parts and luggage.
More than 200 people, passengers, flight crew, do not
vanish like that. That doesn’t feel normal to me. It feels
wrong. But at the same time, if that guy is here to help us,
let’s see what he’ll do. But we need to stay on our guards.
Let’s not just blindly follow him and get caught off guard.
We’ll cooperate, but we need to watch each other’s back.
Ok? Everybody agrees?’
I look again at Savannah. She seems as lost as she did 5
minutes ago.
‘Savannah? Are you okay? Did you hear what I just
said?’
She snaps back with us. She looks at me nervously.
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‘Yes, I did hear you. I’ll be on my guards but at the same
time, if he is here to help us, why does it matter if he got
shoes or not? To me, he could be completely naked, and I
couldn’t care less as long as he is here to help us.’
‘You’re right but…..’
A loud boom resonates in the sky stopping our discussion.
This time I didn’t see any flash of light. I heard the sound
but didn’t see anything. Earlier, each time we heard that
sound, we saw a flash of light. Not this time.
‘Are these explosions?’
‘Well, they sure sound like it! But I didn’t see anything!’
‘But we saw flashes of light! And there is enough smoke in
the air to remind us that multiple fires are going on.’
As I am talking with Savannah, I notice two more black
suit men walking amongst the debris with people
following them.
‘Look over there! There are more rescue team members
with some other survivors!’
‘Yes, maybe Felipe is alright and we were suspicious for
absolutely no good reason!’
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‘Yes, but look at them. None of them are wearing shoes!
How weird is that? What kind of rescue team goes around
wearing black suits and no shoes? To me, this is enough to
stay careful with them.’
From behind, Felipe reaches me. He puts his hand on my
shoulder and says ‘What are you worried about Jimmy?’
‘Well, for one thing, how come do you know my name?’
‘Simple, Jimmy. While walking with Tom, I asked him
your names. Don’t you worry, everything is ok! You don’t
have to be suspicious.

We are good people, here to help

you!’
‘Speaking of Tom, where is he?’
‘He is safe now with his wife and his daughter. They are
reunited, all is good! Now, who is next?’
Savannah steps forward,
‘I’ll go!!!! I am next… just get me out of here.’
‘Savannah, maybe we should talk about this first. We
don’t know...’
‘NO! Enough talking! Just take me out of this shit hole!’
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Felipe places his hand on Savannah’s shoulder,
‘Please follow me Savannah, I will take you to your final
destination. Let’s go!’
They start to walk towards that small path where Felipe
took Tom. As they reach the edge of the forest, Savannah
turns around to wave us goodbye and as she does, her face
changes from a radiant relieved smile, to confusion
followed by a look of terror. Her hand that was already
raised in a waving goodbye morphed into a pointing hand,
pointing behind us. As Harry and I turn around to see
what brought her this terror, we see a survivor running
scared around the crash site chased by the two men
wearing black suits. The man is screaming, yelling and is
evidently running away from these two men.

He is

zigzagging around the plane parts, trying to lose his
chasers.
‘What the…’
I hear Savannah scream, and as I turn around, I see Felipe
grabs Savannah’s raised arm as he starts to pull her into
the woods. As Savannah is fighting to get loose, Felipe
takes her in a bear hug and lifts her off her feet to take her
away.

I immediately start running towards them with

Harry following me. After only a few yards, three other
black suit men emerge from the woods to help Felipe. One
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stops to help him with Savannah, which is fighting for her
life, as the other two starts running towards us. My mind
gets in fighting mode. I am ready to fight for my life,
Harry’s and Savannah’s. Years of martial arts training and
competitions make me fearless at this moment, but Harry
thinks otherwise. He steps in front of me, stopping me in
my tracks.
‘Jimmy, we have to go… forget her, she is lost…. We can’t
do anything... We have to run and save ourselves… let’s
go!!!’
I hear Harry’s voice, but I don’t really listen to it as I watch
two more black suit men emerging from the woods. I hear
a loud boom and I can see utter terror appear on Harry’s
face. I turn around and the survivor is nowhere to be seen.
His chasers are not running anymore but are now looking
uphill toward us.

From the forest, we can still hear

Savannah screaming, but her screams are getting farther
and farther.
Harry shouts ‘LET’S GO!’ And we start to run. We go
downhill as, uphill, four black suit men are coming down
on us. No other ways to go for now. As we go down, the
two black men that were down among the debris start
coming up towards us, the other four are pretty far behind
us. As we are getting near the two black suit men coming
uphill, I yell,
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‘Harry, don’t stop! Run this guy over! Get your head
down, elbows up in front of you and ram this guy!’
The collision is brutal. We all fall down and start rolling
down the mountain. I manage to unlock myself from the
black suit man and push him so he rolls further down the
slope. Meanwhile, Harry stops rolling with the black suit
man on top of him, controlling his position. The black suit
man reaches for his side pocket to grab something. I start
running and tackle him before he could do anything to
Harry.

Both the black suit man and I get back up

immediately as I land my best right cross punch directly on
his chin. He barely bulges. Such a hit should have sent
him to sleep, but he is still standing right in front of me,
with his fellow friend coming up behind him. Without
thinking I land a cross side kick so hard, it sends the man
flying on his fellow black suit man coming up, making
them fall and roll down the slope.
‘Harry! Get up! Come on!!!’
That gives us enough time to start running again before
their four friends reach us from the top.

With a little

advantage in time, we manage to reach the bottom of the
mountain. We are among the debris of the plane. Sections
of the aircraft are scattered everywhere with fires raging on
some of them.
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‘We have to find somewhere to hide or we’re doomed!
Look that way! There is a big part of the fuselage that is
not on fire. If we can get there without being seen, we
might be able to hide from them.‘
We are walking, hunched along the debris, trying to cover
ourselves from the sight of the black suit men. Every once
in a while, we have to rethink our path as we are blocked
by fire, or the path is too open, and they will see us. Once
we get to the fuselage piece that we were going for, the
right end is too shredded to safely get inside. We now hear
the black suit men coming from behind us. They are very
close. We have nowhere to go or hide. With no other
choice, we hide behind the fuselage.

We get our back

against the fuselage with Harry on my right and the only
usable entrance in the fuselage on the far left end. As we
wait, we hear the black suit men entering the fuselage.
They are looking everywhere. Moving parts around. Once
they’re done inside, they will surely come around the
wreck to check. We are doomed. I whisper to Harry,
‘We will have to fight for our lives…. Are you ready for
that?’
No answer. I turn to my right, Harry is gone. Where could
he be? I didn’t even hear him move! He disappeared as
quickly as Tom’s wife and daughter seem to have
disappeared. How and where? The black suit men are
coming out of the fuselage when they start yelling and re23
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enter the fuselage, running inside. I hear Harry’s voice
from inside the fuselage. How could that be? He was with
me a minute ago!

A trap door somewhere?

didn’t he just hide then?

But why

While I go through all my

questions, I hear a fight going on inside but at six versus
one, Harry’s chances are slim to none. Even with my help,
the odds would not be in our favor. But while these six are
occupied with Harry, I have a clear path towards the forest
that extends to the bottom of the mountain. This is my
chance. But to take it, I have to sacrifice Harry, as we both
did with Savannah. It is too late anyway to save Harry.
He should not have left without me.

I need to run for my

life. With this in mind, I start running towards the forest,
hoping none of the black suit men would come out of the
fuselage before I reach the forest.
As I reach the forest, another loud boom resonates in the
valley. This one, much louder than the others. It almost
felt like it was right next to me. A second one makes its
way to me, but this one seems so far away. It is probably
just an echo of the last one. I enter the forest and keep
running until I can safely look at the fuselage where I
abandoned Harry. A guilty feeling makes its way inside
me. I should not have left. Harry needed help, and I fled
like a coward. I should go back. As these thoughts swarm
my mind, I see from a distance all six black suit men
emerge from the fuselage. Harry is not with them. Maybe
he was able to get away. Or maybe he’s dead inside the
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fuselage. Option 2 seems more likely. Now all I have left
to do is run! Run as fast as I can and as long as I can. Let
not Harry’s death be in vain.
So I run and run and run and run….
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Chapter 2 – The escape
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I keep running for approximately fifteen minutes and then
stop to see if I can still hear the black suit men chasing me.
No signs of my chasers. I wait a few minutes to catch my
breath and calm down. Still no sign of my pursuers. But
I’d better keep walking and preserve the distance between
us. Who knows if they are still chasing me. They could
ambush me anytime. They may be surrounding me at this
very moment without me knowing. So I resume walking.
From a distance, I can still hear people screaming, and
every once in a while, I hear a boom, but as I keep walking,
they are getting farther and farther away.
I walk for another 30 minutes. No signs of life anywhere.
The smell of the fires from the crash is getting hardly
noticeable. I should be quite far now. Maybe I lost them.
Hopefully, I lost them…. Let’s rest again. My feet are
getting sore, I am tired and a little out of wind.

There is a

small stump of ground with a tree on top. That will make
an excellent shelter where I can rest a little and be mostly
out of sight. If they arrive from where I came, they won’t
be able to see me. They may even pass me by and not see
me unless they turn around.

If they come from the

opposite direction, I’ll see them before they see me. This
gives me a significant advantage for resting. Unless they
are already surrounding me…. In that case, I am already
doomed.
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I rest for about an hour or so. I lost my watch in the crash,
so I have no ways to tell exactly. I remember that my cell
phone is in the back pocket of my jeans. Hopefully, I’ll get
a signal and I’ll be able to call for help! In the midst of all
the confusion and running, I never thought about my cell
phone…
anymore!

I go for my phone.

Damn!!!

It is not there

I must have lost it in the crash. Or in the fight

when I fell down the mountain. Or while running scared.
Shit… talk about a bad time to lose such a valuable item!
Suddenly I hear some noise coming from where I came. I
try to hide as much as I can in my makeshift hideout.
More noises. It’s getting louder. I can hear steps coming
my way. I hear small branches on the ground cracking,
old, dry leaves crackling and something sliding along the
leaves. I scout the forest in front of me to see if something
is also coming in front, but I see nothing. The sounds are
getting way louder. They almost seem on top of me. I hear
voices. I cannot clearly make out what they are saying, but
I can hear at least two different voices, maybe three.
Suddenly, just to my right, a black suit man appears. He
walks by my hideout without stopping. He is blonde, slim
and tall. Still no shoes. How can he walk in the forest
without hurting himself is beyond understanding. A few
seconds later, I hear and see, to my left this time, another
black suit man. I recognize him. It is Felipe. They both
walk about a hundred feet ahead of me and then stop.
They talk together, but since they have their backs to me, I
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cannot understand a single word. All I hear are weird
sounding echoes of words that I cannot decipher. Let’s just
hope they won’t turn around and see me. I am right there,
in plain sight if they turn around. I look for somewhere I
could try to reach and hide, but there is no way I can get
anywhere without them hearing me move. My best chance
is to stay still and hope for the best. After a minute, they
start walking again. I watch them go away until I cannot
see them anymore.

I can still hear faint noises in the

distance, but they soon fade out completely. I still am that
lucky bastard…. Let’s just pray my luck won’t run out.
I wait approximately another hour before I risk getting out
of my hideout. I slowly rise to check if no one was where I
came from. No one’s there. Actually, I can see or hear
nothing. No sound. No explosion in the distance. I feel
alone. I may never get out of this forest alive! Where am
I? I have absolutely no idea about where to go. The only
thing I know is I won’t go back towards where I came
from. They will surely still be there, looking for me. If
only I could hear something, a siren, a plane or a helicopter
searching for the crash. But now, all I hear is the sound of
the wind rolling through the trees. So with nothing in
sight, I carefully start walking again, slowly scanning the
area so I can see them before they see me.

I walk for

approximately two hours, seeing nothing, hearing nothing.
I finally think that I lost them. Well, I sure hope so. The
sun is down and the night is setting in. I need to find a
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place where I can rest safely, away from sight and
protected from wild animals.
After scouting the area, I find a large pine tree with
branches coming all the way down to the ground. The
branches are dense and thick. There is no way anyone or
anything can see through this at night. There is a small
space in-between two branches, so I squeeze myself
between them to get inside that natural shelter. The smell
of the pine tree will also mask my own smell from wild
animals so it is the best shelter nature could provide. I lay
down on the other side of the trunk where no one can see
me through the breach in the branches. I feel safe in here.
As I lay down, waiting for sleep to come, I start to think
about my wife and kids at home.

They are probably

horrified by the news of the crash. They probably think
that I am dead at this very moment. The news channels are
probably covering this over and over. I don’t know if they
know that there are some survivors. Well, I don’t know for
the others. Savannah, Harry, Tom and his family. What
happened to them?

Are they alive?

Have they been

saved…? Somehow… If they have not found the crash site
or any survivors yet, I can feel my kids crying the loss of
their father. Sadly, there is nothing I can do about it for
now, except making sure that I stay alive. I’ve got no ways
to let them know that I am ok. I have no idea where I am
or how to get out of this forest. I will resume walking
tomorrow morning when the sun is up. There is no point
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in trying to walk in this pitch black darkness that is setting
down. I’d better lay to sleep and be as rested tomorrow
morning as I can. In my thoughts, I am sending love to my
wife and my kids, hoping that somehow, they can feel that
I am still alive and fighting. With this image in mind, I fall
asleep.
The sun is rising. The heat is gathering in my makeshift
shelter, waking me up. I’d better get up and get moving.
Slowly, I move around in my shelter, looking through
cracks in the branches to make sure it is safe to get out.
Nothing seems to be in sight. I carefully slide out from
under the pine tree. I make sure I won’t go back where I
came from and start immediately walking.

As I am

walking, I realize that I haven’t had something to drink or
eat for at least twenty-four hours. I should be thirsty as
hell, but as a matter of fact, I am not. I am not hungry
either. This is probably a nervous reaction to the event. I
don’t feel faint or weak. I feel fine and rested. So I better
capitalize on this feeling and walk as much as I can. I walk
for about an hour without encountering anything special.
Then I notice that the sound of the wind is getting different
as I walk.

I can see more light through the trees maybe

400 yards from me.
clearing.

I speed up my pace towards this

The closer I get, the more the sound gets

different. I reach the clearing. I get out of the forest. I am
in a field. There is nothing in sight. No buildings, no cities
far away, only a clearing that stretches left and right as far
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as I can see. On my right, I can still see smoke in the sky.
This is probably the crash site as I can see a mountain in
the back. So I decide to go the opposite way, away from
the mountain and the crash site.
I walk for a few minutes before I can notice a road in front
of me. Finally! A sign of civilization. I sprint to the road.
It is a long and straight road that stretches out of sight to
my left and, on my right seems to go towards the crash site
area. As I look that way, I can still see a fire going on in the
distance. It looks quite large. Maybe the crash fire has
spread to the forest. Luckily, I am out of it and now going
away from it. With a little chance, a car or even better,
police or emergency truck will pass by. I feel my chances
are getting way better now. I start to walk on the road,
going away from the crash site.
After an hour, as I am walking on the left side of the road,
a car suddenly passes me by. I never heard it coming since
the wind is blowing towards my face, preventing me from
hearing the sound of the car before it passes me. The car
didn’t slow down or stop, probably never noticing me. So
now, I walk right in the middle of the road so any car will
see me from a good distance. I walk for another two hours
before I see a car coming in my direction. I start waving
my arms and shouting.

I even run towards the car. It

seems to be coming quite fast, and as it starts to get closer, I
realize that it shows no signs of slowing down. I try to stay
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calm and remain in the middle of the road. The driver will
eventually see me. It is now only 150 yards from me, and it
is still not slowing down. I keep waving my arms and I am
shouting as loud as I can, but I start moving aside to avoid
being hit. The car passes me by without slowing down. I
look at it, sure it is now going to stop because there is no
way the driver didn’t see me. But it keeps going away as
fast as it passed by.

I cannot believe it….. How could

someone not stop when you see someone walking, alone,
on such a lonely road, especially when you can see this fire
and smoke in the distance? I assume anyone would make
the connection between the two events.

But not this

driver…. as he could not care less! I reach down, grab a
rock and throw it at the car. If I hit it, maybe he’ll stop!
The car goes away too fast and the rock falls on the road.
My hopes are crushed looking at the car going away and
wondering how someone could be so cold-hearted.
Hopefully, the next one is going to be more intelligent or
caring and will stop. I resume walking in the middle of the
road. I walk, lost in my thoughts when I hear a voice
coming from behind me. I stop walking and listen again.
‘Stop running away. There is no use doing that. You need
to come with us.’
I turn around and there he is, on the side of the road, in his
black suit, white shirt and, barefoot. The blonde guy I saw
with Felipe in the forest. There he is, standing right in
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front of me. How could this be, I lost them yesterday. I
walked miles and miles since then. I look around and see
no one else. He seems to be alone. I turn sharply to look
around but still see no one else.
‘How did you find me?’
‘You showed me where you were. I’ve found you because
you showed me. I was looking for you, and finally, you
showed me where to find you.’
‘Ok…. Was that you in the car?’ I ask him although I
couldn’t see the car anywhere.
‘You cannot get away from me. Now come with me, and
everything will be ok.’
He starts walking towards me. My mind starts analyzing
everything. He is alone, he is quite tall, about the same
height as me but he is much slimmer than me. He does not
look too athletic or muscular. As a fact, in his black suit, he
looks quite like a run of the mill businessman, that is
probably a little out of shape. Nothing special.
‘I won’t go with you! What did you do with the other
survivors? All this seems really wrong! I thought you
were here to help us!’
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‘I am here to help you. Just as we helped the others. Now
don’t make this difficult and follow me.’
‘Nope. Forget that man! I won’t go! Leave me alone!’
He walks towards me. I won’t turn my back on him. I’ll
face him. As he gets to me, he reaches out to grab my arm.
I move aside and deflect his grab, avoiding it. He turns
sharply back to me. This guy is fast! He grabs both my
arms. As I move to release myself from his grasp, he won’t
let go. I use all my forces to free myself, but this bastard is
surprisingly strong for his size and won’t let go of me. I tilt
back, raise my right leg and kick him in the chest, forcing
him to take a few steps back and release his hold. I turn
around and start to run, but after only two strides he
tackles me to the ground as if I had done nothing to him.
We roll on the pavement and he ends up on top of me.
Quickly he grabs my face and with his other hand, reaches
into his pocket. I swipe my arms, forcing him to release
my face. I see that he now has a round metal shape in his
hand and goes for my face again. I quickly buckle my hips
underneath him and I tip him over, grabbing his arm with
the metal object in his hand. I arm-lock him until I hear his
shoulder pop out of its joint. This arm is now useless. I
release my hold and scramble to my feet. He slowly gets
up, with a surprised look on his face. I don’t think he
expected me to be able to put up a fight like that. He then
swings his dislocated arm in front of him, grabs it with his
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other hand and pulls it with almost inhuman strength. I
can hear his shoulder pop back into place. That fight is not
over yet. Meanwhile, I see on the road the round metallic
object he had pulled out of his pocket. It is round and
hollow with a wave crossing it, similar to a Yin yang sign.
In a reflex, I kick the object as hard as I can, sending it
flying far into the ditch of the road. As he looked away
towards where the object was flying, here was my chance
to gain momentum. I hit him as hard as I can with a
roundhouse kick right on the side of his right knee,
bending his leg in an odd shape and probably breaking his
knee. As he is going down, I swirl around the other way
delivering another devastating blow to his other knee.
Without waiting to see the results of my strikes, I turn
around and start running as fast as I can. After a few
seconds, looking over my shoulder, I can still see him on
the ground, in pain.

I keep running for as long as I can

before my body would let me down. As I look back, I
cannot see anyone after me. But surely someone is coming
for me. I catch my breath and then run as much as I could.
Rest again and run. Rest and run. After several hours of
fleeing, I am exhausted. I need to rest for a while, and the
darkness is setting in. Looking around, I see an almost dry
stream crossing under the road.

I get into the tunnel

making the stream cross the road. In it, there is no water at
all.

It is above the water level.

eventually fall asleep.
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The next morning, as the sun rises, I get out of my hiding.
No one seems to be around. I wonder what happened to
that blonde guy with broken knees. I feel bad for him. I
left him with possibly two broken knees, in the middle of
the road in the middle of nowhere. I try to push the guilt
aside by telling myself that he asked for it and probably
deserved it. It works…. a little…. I resume walking for
about 2 hours. No cars, nothing. I seem to be lost on a
desert road. Then in the distance, I see it. There is a town.
Finally, I am saved! The town is maybe only a half hour
away. Let’s walk to my safety.
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Illustration by Hector Poirier
Chapter 3 – The city
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I get near the entrance of the city. There is a sign on the
edge of the road, ‘Welcome to Little Rock’ it says. I stop by
the sign. It feels weird. It reminds me of that town my
favorite writer wrote so many times about.

But it’s in

Maine, we flew for too many hours to be so close to home.
Maine and Quebec are neighbors… then I remember. It is
not Little Rock that Stephen King wrote so many times
about, it’s Castle Rock. Castle Rock, Maine. This is Little
Rock, somewhere on earth. So, back to not knowing where
I am. But never mind, I can finally get help, call my family
and resume my life. Let’s get to it. I’ll know soon enough
where I am.
I get into town, past the firsts few blocks. There is no one
on the street. No one walking, no cars, it almost feels like a
ghost town.

I can hear nothing but the sound of the

morning breeze. But then I realize that it is still really early
in the morning. I don’t know exactly but probably around
6 o’clock, 7 at most. The sun is still pretty low in the sky
and the air still feels fresh. A car turns the corner a few feet
in front of me.

I keep walking.

Eventually, I’ll see

someone, ask for help. Or if I can find a payphone, I’ll dial
911 or make a collect call. A few cars go by, here and there.
The city seems to wake up slowly. Not much people yet. I
keep walking. By the end of the street, I see movement
inside a window on my right.

This is a rather large

building and a large window that stand on the corner of
another street. But it is too far away for me to be able to
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know what that movement is. I’d better go check this out.
This might be my saving. I start to walk towards there. As
I get closer to the building, I realize it looks like a store. A
few more steps and now I can see on the front of the
building

stands

a

giant

sign,

‘Tandam

electronics

department store’ it says. I realize that the movements I
saw are televisions sets that are still on.

I get closer.

Maybe there is someone inside. As I get closer, I realize
that the televisions are on some news channel. They show
images from the crash site. I urge towards the windows. I
can’t hear the sound from the broadcast, but there is a
marquee at the bottom of the screen resuming what is
going on.
It says “Passenger plane crashes near Lake Ouachita, in the
Ouachita National park.”
“237 peoples presumed dead including plane’s crew.”
“The crash started a major forest fire, complicating the
work of rescue teams.”
I am hypnotized by the sight I have of the crash site. They
show images taken from a helicopter. We see the rescue
team pulling bodies from the site. I realize that we can see
bodies scattered everywhere. Where is that? There were
no bodies at the crash site when I left. Why don’t they talk
about the survivors? There was some. Well, there was
until we encountered these black suit men. I can’t seem to
make out any of these guys in the images I see on-screen.
Then, I see the fuselage where Harry and I tried to hide.
The fuselage where I abandoned Harry to these black suit
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men… Oh, the coward… I feel so ashamed of myself.
Why didn’t I help him? I look closely at the screen and I
can see many blurred spots on the image. Those blurred
spots seem to be bodies. I don’t get it! There were no
bodies when I ran through the wrecks while abandoning
Harry.

Was there?

Maybe I was just too focused on

escaping the black suit men to notice the bodies.

But

then… there seem to be quite a few according to the
numbers of blurry spots. Is that a setup? Maybe this is the
doing of those black suit men. Right from the start, that
didn’t feel right. Perhaps there is more to this crash than
my simple mind can make out.
Kidnapping?

Body parts scavenging?

Human trade?
Who knows?

Humanity is so fucked up, nothing is hardly surprising or
impossible. The screen says that the authorities do not
believe there are any survivors.

Man, are they wrong!

Here I am! And there were more survivors, unless these
black suit men were killers. Even if they are kidnapping
people, they’ll eventually ask for something. Anyway, I
must find a way to contact the police. Tell them that I am
alive and that there were other survivors. They will find
them. Maybe there is someone inside the store that can
help me. I look closely, but there are no lights on. The
building is in complete darkness except for the light
coming from the televisions screens. On the screen, I can
see it is only 6:23 am. It is going to take a while before
anyone gets here. I’d better keep moving rather than wait
here.
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On my left, I notice movement. I sharply turn left and see
a shape disappear behind the building on the corner of the
next street. I shout a loud ‘hello!?! Is there anyone who
can help me?’
But in a city setup like this, the sound dies quickly and
doesn’t reach so far. I run towards the corner of the street.
Once I get there, I can see quite far, a man walking away
from me. I shout once more ‘Can you help me? Please
help me!?!?!’
The man turns right and disappears again behind another
building. As I stand there, eyes wide open, telling myself
this is unbelievable, a woman walking at a fast pace passes
me by. I never heard her coming, and it took me two or
three seconds to acknowledge she was there.

I almost

jump when I realize she had just passed me by.
‘Ma’am?’
‘Sorry Ma’am, can you help me, please? Ma’am?’
‘I need help!!! I was in the plane crash…’
She doesn’t even slow down at the sound of my voice. She
doesn’t turn around.

She just keeps walking.

What’s

wrong with the people around here!?!? I start to walk,
almost running to her then I hear,
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‘She won’t talk to you!’
I sharply turn around. A man is sitting on the stairs of a
porch across the street looking at me. He seems calm and
smiles at me.
‘She won’t talk to you’ he repeats
‘And why wouldn’t she talk to me? You sure are talking to
me…’
‘She won’t speak to you because you don’t belong here.
You should not be here!’
‘Man, tell me something I don’t know!!! I know I don’t
belong here. That I should not be here. Actually, I’d like to
be elsewhere…. At home with my wife and kids! But I
imagine you can’t tell just by looking at me that I am not
from here.

Canadians are not so different from

Americans…’
He looks at me with a smile on his face. He doesn’t seem
too concerned with my state of mind. Actually, this pisses
me off. His attitude is so calm and cozy that it throws me
off. I cross the street without looking out for cars. Luckily
for me, no cars were coming. As I reach him, he stands up,
still smiling.
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‘So why are you here?’
‘I was in the plane crash that all the news stations are
talking about! I survived, among others, only to be chased
by men in black suits and...’
‘Wait! You saw men in black suits, and you ran away from
them?’
‘Yeah, I even had to fight one of them while getting here…
Wait a minute! You know about these guys?’
‘Yes I know them, and you should not be here! How long
since you last saw one of them?’
There is a form of panic in his eyes. He suddenly starts to
look everywhere relentlessly.
‘I fought this guy yesterday and haven’t seen him or any
other one since. What the fuck is going on? How come you
know them? Who are they? Can you help me? Will you
help me or not!?!?’
‘We cannot stay here! You have to come with me… NOW!’
He grabs hold of my arm and starts pulling me. I shake off
his grab.
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‘You let go of me, man…. Don’t you dare touch me again…’
‘Listen, you have a choice here…. You either follow me and
stay safe, or you stay here until they find you again and
take you out! Your choice! But I won’t be staying here
waiting for you to decide… your call…’
He starts running towards a small alley between two
houses. I decide without thinking that maybe I should
follow him, so I start running behind him.
I have this weird feeling inside, since I have absolutely no
idea why I am running, like a dog running after his master
just because he is running. No question asked… just run
and follow… But this guy seems to be quite scared by
what I said. He seems to know more than I do about those
black suit men.

So I follow him, running scared,

zigzagging among all these little alleys. Suddenly we meet
a dead-end. There is a fence across the alley, about 10 feet
high. My companion looks at me, and without hesitation,
without slowing down, he runs toward the fence as fast as
he can. Me, I stop in my track, not knowing exactly what
to do. Then it happens. He runs through the fence. He is
on the other side. Once on the other side, he stops and
looks at me. I am frozen on-site. I look at him, trying to
compute what just happened.
He yells at me ‘Come on! Run through it!’
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‘I can’t!!! I can’t do that! How did you do that!?!?’
‘Don’t think and just run as if there was no fence!’
‘But there is a fence! I’ll climb over it, it won’t be long!’
I walk to the fence and look for the hole he used to get
across. I cannot see it. There should be one hole.
‘Come on, we gotta go!’
I get my hand on the fence as high as I can. The fence feels
weird, different from any other one I touched before. It
feels warm to the touch. It feels like it is vibrating at an
ultra-high speed. The kind of speed you can’t see, just feel.
This feeling is unreal. Almost frightening. But I have no
time to be afraid, I need to get to the other side with this
guy. I pull myself up on the fence, securing my right foot
in it and I start to climb it.
‘NO!!!!! NO, NO, NO, NO!!! DON’T DO THAT! You don’t
realize what you are doing!’
As I reach the top, I swing my left leg across and start to
climb down the fence. At that precise moment, I hear a
familiar voice coming from behind me. A voice farther
than my new friend.
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‘There you are, Jimmy….. When will you stop running?
When will you understand that you can’t hide from me?’
I stop my descent and turn around. There he is, at the end
of the alley, that blonde black suit man, standing up like
nothing ever happened. He should not be able to walk
after what I did to him yesterday. Both his knees should be
broken.

But there he stands, unhurt, standing tall and

proud. My new friend stands between Blondie and me.
He looks furious, aggressive and unafraid!
‘You leave us alone! This guy won’t go with you. Go
away and forget that we exist!’
‘Of course, he will come with us. You will too. You know
what is going on and you know you should be coming
with us! So let’s stop wasting our time, shall we? And
gently follow me.’
My new friend musters a growling ‘Nooooooo…..’. He
slowly reaches for his back with both hands and pulls out,
from under his coat, two blades. They are quarter moon
shaped with handles in the middle. Each extremity is very
taper and sharp. They are at least 10 inches long and look
forged out of silver.

They are shiny, really shiny.

brilliant, it almost feels like they light up.

So

They look

incredibly sharp and dangerous. He holds them by his
side, arms spread, head tucked down with a profoundly
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angry grimace on his face. I climb down the fence and
stand behind my friend. Blondie looks like he is talking to
someone, in a shallow voice, but he is alone. I cannot make
out any words he is saying.
My new friend slowly turns his head to me and say in a
low voice,
‘You stand back, I will take care of him….’
And then, he starts running toward Blondie while letting
out a growling war like yell. Blondie just takes a fighting
stance and waits for his opponent to reach him. Once they
meet, my friend starts moving the blades in every
direction.

Each movement is exceptionally fluid.

The

blades seem to never stop moving. They move in circular
waves. Each trajectory appears to morph into a new one
and so on and on. It feels like a dance. At the same time,
Blondie is moving with as much fluidity as the blades,
avoiding them sometimes only by a fraction of a hair but
staying untouched. They keep on going with their dance.
It almost seems poetic. It looks like a well-choreographed
fight in those action martial art movies.

I have been

involved in martial arts most of my life, and I have never
seen anything like this before. Blondie makes a sharp leap
back, getting some distance between the two. They stop
and look at each other, trying to assess what the next move
is. My friend takes a leap towards Blondie while swirling
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the blades around. Blondie dives under the blades and
rolls on his back while my friend swirls around and swings
the blades again. We hear ripping sound as the blades hit
Blondie in the back.

He gets up to his feet, but he is

unharmed. The blades made two deep cuts into his black
suit, all the way through, up to the skin, without scratching
it. A look of surprise and fear lights up Blondie’s face.
Using this moment of shock, my friend kicks Blondie in the
chest, sending him flying against the wall and collapsing to
the floor.

As soon as he hits Blondie, he moves aside

avoiding the attack of another black suit man that was
coming from the side alley. He resumes fighting with this
new opponent as he was doing against Blondie.

After

several seconds, Blondie rises from the ground, looks at my
friend who is still struggling the other black suit man and
then turns around towards me. He starts walking in my
direction. I assume a fighting stance. I won’t go down
without a fight! As he comes near me, I welcome him with
a jab right on the tip of his nose. He takes a step back
while I start a flourish of attacks, jab, jab, left, right, cross
hand, right cross, jab again, left cross…. I throw everything
I have in my arsenal at him. He moves up, down, left and
right, in a dance-like smoothness, to avoid my hits and hits
me back with a direct right hand that lands flush on my
jaw. I stumble back until my back is almost against the
fence. Man, that was a hard shot. This son of a bitch hits
hard. He reaches into his pocket and pulls out the same
metal object he did yesterday. The one I kicked to the
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curbs before breaking his knees, or so I thought. He now
has it in his right hand and grabs for my face. I intercept
both of his arms, and we start to fight again. He tries to
reach my face with his hands as I try to keep control of his
arms. We struggle against each other as we seem on par
with each other. Neither he nor I seem to gain any ground
in our struggle. While fighting him, I hear a weird ripping
sound and I see a bright flash of light coming from behind
him. To me, this flash of light makes me think that my
friend is now gone. He lost his fight, and now I am one
against two. Suddenly, I see the two circular blades appear
and plunge into both shoulders of Blondie. An expression
of shock appears on his face as he realizes he has been
stabbed by the blades. My friend pulls on him and swings
him against the wall, retrieving his blades from Blondie’s
shoulders. Blondie’s face lights up with pain, disbelief and
mostly with fear.

My friend swings both blades in a

crossing fashion, one from left to right and the other from
right to left. They both hit Blondie in the chest making two
deep cuts into Blondie’s chest. His chest’s wounds open
up and bright lights escape from it. A loud whoosh sound
gets out of nowhere and an ultra-bright ball of light
surrounds Blondie. This last only a fraction of a second and
Blondie is gone….
‘What the fuck was that!?!?!?! What…’
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My friend grabs my arms. ‘Later with the questions. I’ll
answer all of them later, but now, we’ve got to go and go
fast. Others will come! We must be gone before others
arrive! GO!!! Follow me!!!’
We start running again, zigzagging along the alleys and
the small streets. Changing direction often, we look like a
hare in the forest trying to avoid being caught by a wolf.
We are running scared…. Indeed we are.

We run for

about an hour before we stop. We are now at the end of a
small alley. Ahead of us is a street with lots of traffic. We
look left and right. No black suit men are visible. We may
have lost them.
‘I think we are out of harm’s way.’ says my new friend.
Across the street, we see a park with trees, walking path
and lots of picnic tables.
‘Let’s go there’ he said while pointing toward the park.
‘You must have tons of questions. It’s time to get answers.
I have answers. Let’s talk.’
‘In a park?

Shouldn’t we find a more secure, a more

discreet place to talk? This is in plain sight of everybody.
We’re going be easy targets. Do I have questions? Hell
yeah! But here? I am not so sure!’
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‘This place is perfect! And if someone pops around, we
will see him or them way before they see us. We are going
to have a major viewing advantage on them.

This is

perfect. And they won’t search for us in the clear like that.
They will presume we must be hiding. Come on! Let’s
have a talk.’
Thank you for reading Jimmy's story,
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